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"Too often we participate in the
globalization of indifference. May we
strive instead to live global solidarity."
— Pope Francis
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Care of Creation
Glacier grief: how funerals and rituals
can help us mourn the loss of nature

Soil’s Power as a Climate Solution Has
Often Been Overlooked. Until Now
(TIME, 10/21/2022)

(The Guardian, 10/10/2022)

"This approach to agriculture focuses on
restoring and maintaining soil health
through a holistic set of practices,
including reducing tilling, composting
farm waste, and planting plots with cover
crops such as clover so they continue
receiving carbon when they aren’t being
used for other things."

"A similar sentiment is being adopted by a
growing number of artists and architects
who have embarked on physical projects
to commemorate nature. In the UK, the
Eden Portland project will include a
museum, theatre and biodiversity centre
celebrating nature by remembering all the
species lost to extinction."

How St. Louis churches are revealing the disparities in the air we breathe
(EarthBeat, 10/15/2022)

"According to the report, Black children in the city of St. Louis are 2.4 times more likely
than white children to test positive for lead in their blood. They also account for more than
70% of children suffering from lead poisoning, researchers found, and make about 10
times more emergency room visits for asthma each year than white children. MajorityBlack neighborhoods are more likely to be near highways and to see more building
demolitions, which creates dust that may contain asbestos and lead."
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Human Trafficking
Events
October 22-24: Ignatian
Family Teach-In For
Justice 2022
Livestream

Stop Trafficking! Newsletter, October 2022
(US Catholic Sisters Against Human Trafficking)

"Focus: This issue explores the victimization of people in the sex trade."

October, 2022 Monthly Reflection: How Bad Can a Chocolate Pumpkin Be?
(US Catholic Sisters Against Human Trafficking, 10/1/2022)

"Ivory Coast is the world’s leading producer of cocoa, the raw ingredient for
chocolate, and is responsible for about 36 percent of global exports. The Ivorian
cocoa trade is mired in the exploitation of children, war and corrupt profits for
officials and western big chocolate business. It is estimated that a quarter of a
million children work in hazardous conditions on Ivorian cocoa farms, in spite of
a pledge by the world’s biggest chocolate companies more than seven years ago
to abolish forced child labor from their supply chain."
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With DACA on life support,
Microsoft, Apple and other big
U.S. firms launch ad campaign to
protect 'Dreamers'
(NBC News, 10/20/2022)

"Microsoft, Apple, Meta and dozens
of other Fortune 500 companies
launched an ad campaign
Thursday to push Congress to pass
a new law that would secure the
fate of migrants known as
“Dreamers,” part of a last-ditch
effort to save the protections as
federal courts seem likely to end
the executive order that has
protected them since 2012."
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El Paso struggles to house migrants after shelter closes as border crossings
surge
(The Guardian, 10/10/2022)

"A 40-year beacon of refuge shuttered in the city earlier this year. The local nonprofit Annunciation House, which works to help migrants arriving in the area,
announced that it would be closing its largest shelter, Casa del Refugiado, due to
maintenance issues and a lack of volunteers."
Explainer: Why Venezuela's refugee exodus to the U.S. has been accelerating
(Reuters, 10/19/2022)

"U.S. and Mexican authorities recently announced a new policy that would expel
Venezuelans entering the U.S. land border back to Mexico, but allow up to 24,000
people from the country to apply for humanitarian entry into the United States
by air."
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Seeking Racial Justice
KU Student Senate passes resolution
supporting reconciliation with Indigenous
communities

How Black voters could determine
election outcomes in close midterm races
(NPR, 10/20/2022)

(The Lawrence Times, 10/19/2022)

"Candidates in tight races are trying to win
Black voters in the midterms. The voting
bloc is critical in states that could
determine the balance of power in
Congress. One of those states is
Pennsylvania, where the president traveled
to support Senate candidate John
Fetterman."

"In a vote of 37-0, the Student Senate voting
members passed Senate Resolution 2023-302,
which includes accountability actions, such as
increased funding for Indigenous students and
steps toward reconciliation after being in
possession of Indigenous human remains."

Analysis: How well-meaning land acknowledgements can erase Indigenous people and sanitize history
(PBS News, 10/10/2022)

"Land acknowledgments have been used to start conversations regarding how non-Indigenous people can support
Indigenous sovereignty and advocate for land repatriation.
Yet the historical and anthropological facts demonstrate that many contemporary land acknowledgments unintentionally
communicate false ideas about the history of dispossession and the current realities of American Indians and Alaska
Natives. And those ideas can have detrimental consequences for Indigenous peoples and nations."
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Advocacy &
Action
Catholic Climate Action:
Please add your name to this Catholic letter to
President Biden asking for bold leadership at
COP27
"As Catholics called to uphold the life and dignity
of every human person and to care for our
common home, we ask and pray that you and all
members of the U.S. Delegation lead with
ambition and moral courage at COP27. Doing so
can inspire all peoples to act with tangible hope
and renewed purpose to protect our common
home for vulnerable peoples, ourselves, and
future generations. We stand ready to work with
you during these pivotal times, for the common
good of all."

American Friends Service Committee:
Tell Congress: Pass a Farm Bill to reduce
hunger and address climate change
"This bill determines what food is grown, how
it’s grown, and how affordable it is. It funds
SNAP and other vital nutrition programs that
help tens of millions of people every day. It is
also crucial in responding to the climate
crisis.
Join us in calling for policies to build a more
just, equitable, and sustainable food system."
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